Intune aims to help every student and teacher maximize their time. With Intune, you can set up a classroom in under an hour and easily manage devices, users and apps.

The Benefits:

- **Maximize teaching and learning** by achieving faster logins and minimal downtime with web-based management designed for learning environments.
- **Streamline cloud transition** with affordable licensing and onboarding resources.
- **Simplify deployment and management**, saving time and money with touchless device setup and management from anywhere.
- **Build a secure and scalable platform** that protects student data, safeguards schools from cyberattacks and takes advantage of cloud management innovations.

For a limited time, CDW is offering K-12 customers Intune deployment services **at no cost**. Minimum 2,000 new Intune seat deployment required.

To see if you qualify, contact your dedicated CDW Education account manager at 800.808.4239.

WE GET GREAT CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES.

For better teaching and learning outcomes, you need Intune and IT Orchestration by CDW Education®.
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